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Woodturners Nitty Gritty

Introduction
When woodturners talk about sanding, you will often hear, “I won’t bore
you with a sanding demonstration.” But, we all know appropriate sanding
is essential to making a turned piece look amazing. Often we spend a
considerable amount of time selecting the wood and getting the shape just
right. However, when it comes to sanding, we get impatient, tired, and skimp
on this important finishing step.
The AAW has compiled these articles to help you get a better perspective on
sanding. You’ll learn how with a little planning, insight – and sanding – you
can make a turned piece truly spectacular. So, put on your dust mask and
faceshield, fire up the dust collection system, and start sanding. This is where
the abrasive paper meets the wood!
Linda Ferber
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Sandpaper
The Nitty Gritty

W

Ho knew that P400 was
the same as 320 grit?
That’s just one of many
facts I learned from my research on
sandpaper. After thirty-eight years
of woodworking, I thought I knew
about sandpaper. Turns out I didn’t.
When I took up woodturning, I
found that there was a lot I did not
know. For instance, I was not getting
the results I wanted when sanding
and if I talked to three different
woodturners, I got three different
answers.
I decided to undertake a study
of sandpaper. I began by emailing
questions to my suppliers. One
replied, “I don’t envy your task. The
subject has always confused me.”
From Rockler Woodworking I
received an email that said, “Sorry
that I don’t have an answer for this.
It looks like you have already done
more research on this topic than any
information I know. I’d be interested
in hearing more, though, on any
details your further research digs
up.” What I learned may astound
him. It did me.
We are not using our grandfathers’
sandpaper. Today’s sandpaper does
not contain sand and at times does
not include paper. Sandpaper is
not properly called sandpaper but
should technically be called coated
abrasive or abrasive sandpaper or
abrasive paper. And, identical grits
rated under different standards do
not have the same abrasive particle
size.

woodturner.org
woodturner.org

Some artists can work wonders
with materials, while individuals
with less talent struggle. Perhaps
your sanding results are suitable, but
if you are like me and see room for
improvement, try the progression
recommended in the comparing
methods section.
The ideal is, of course, to improve
tool use and control in order to
minimize the amount of sanding
that is required. But if sanding
is what is called for, additional
knowledge and a few hints will
improve results.

U.S. and European
standards: What’s
the difference?

There are two different standards
used to specify the average abrasive
particle size in the abrasive
sandpapers we use in the United
States. The Coated Abrasives
Manufacturers Institute (CAMI)
governs grit scaling in the Unites
States. The Federation of European
Producers of Abrasives (FEPA)
provides the standard for the
European scale.
The letter P in front of the grit
number indicates that the abrasive
particle size falls under the
European classification for coated
abrasives.
In this article, when you see a
grit number alone, the number is
classified under the U.S. standard. If
the grit number has a P in front of it,
its abrasive particle size is classified

By Art Scott

under the European standard.
Grit refers to the grit number
printed on the backing of the
abrasive sandpaper.
Simply put, it is the number of
abrasive particles that will fit in
one square inch. A larger number
indicates a finer grit because more of
the smaller abrasive particles will fit
in one square inch.
Manufacturers determine the
grit size by passing the abrasives
through a series of sieves for the
larger particle sizes. The smaller
abrasive particles (from 230/
P230 and finer) are selected by
sedimentation and measured with a
photosedimentometer.
There is a range of abrasive particle
sizes that is permitted within each
grit size. The European system
allows a smaller variation in particle
size, so their papers will produce a
finer scratch pattern than the U.S.
ones.

The future of grading
systems

In email and telephone exchanges,
both Ted Mullins of Keystone
Abrasives and Coleman Fourshee
of Klingspor Abrasives agree that
the U.S. grading system is gradually
going by the wayside and the FEPA
(European) grading system will
eventually become the only system
used.
It was difficult to find all the
grits I needed when looking for
the CAMIbased abrasive sheets
33
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of abrasive
sandpaper.
results.
results.
Using
Using
fewer
grits
grits saves
saves
money
money
This
increase
of
one
grit
number
is
and
and time.
time.

because of the slower progression
of the abrasive particle sizes in the
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116
116

P120
P120

127
127

21.3%
21.3%
32.8%
32.8%

58.5
58.5

35.6%
35.6%
400
400

162
162

21.6%
21.6%

25.0%
25.0%
P240
P240

34.3
34.3

P100
P100

19.4%
19.4%
38.3%
38.3%

78
78

33.8%
33.8%
320
320

201
201

38.6%
38.6%

33.6%
33.6%
240
240

P80
P80

36.8%
36.8%

32.8%
32.8%
180
180

188
188

%reduction
reduction
average
average %
betweengrits
grits
particle
particlesize
size between
in
inmicrons
microns

P150
P150

100
100

P180
P180

78
78

P240
P240

58.5
58.5

P320
P320

46.2
46.2

22.0%
22.0%
180
180

78
78

240
240

51.8
51.8

320
320

34.3
34.3

33.6%
33.6%

25.0%
25.0%

21.0%
21.0%

33.8%
33.8%
35.6%
35.6%

400
400

22.1
22.1

24.2%
24.2%

P400
P400

35
35

34.4%
34.4%

600
600

14.5
14.5

26.3%
26.3%

P600
P600

25.8
25.8

Table
Table 4.
4. Grit
Grit selection
selection based
based
on
getting
aa uniform
change
change
in
in particle
particle
Table
Grit
selection
basedon
ongetting
getting
auniform
uniform
change
in
particle
size
size from
from one
grit
to
the
next.
size
from
one grit
grit to
tothe
thenext.
next.

You
Youmight
mightnever
neversand
sandbeyond
beyond
European system.
220/P220
220/P220or
or320/P400
320/P400grit
gritin
inyour
your
I have found it isn’t necessary to
shop.
shop.That
Thatis
isokay,
okay,but
butkeep
keepin
inmind
mind
use all available grits to achieve
that
thatthe
theP400
P400grit
grithas
hasalmost
almostthe
theexact
exact
superior results. Using fewer grits
same
sameabrasive
abrasiveparticle
particlesize
sizeas
as320
320(320
(320==
saves money and time.
34.3
34.3microns
micronswhile
whileP400
P400==35
35microns).
microns).

You might never sand beyond 220/
P220 or 320/P400 grit in your
Comparing
Comparing methods
methods
shop. That is okay, but keep in mind
that the 1
P400
grit has almost the
Method
Method
1
exact
same
abrasive
sizethe
as
Method
Method 11 is
is based
based on
onparticle
increasing
increasing
the
320
(320
=
34.3
microns
while
P400
grit
grit number
number by
by 50%.
50%. Here,
Here, you
you are
are =
35 microns).
increasing
increasing
each
each grit
grit size
size by
by 50%
50% (mul(mul-

tiply
tiply the
the grit
grit by
by 1.5)
1.5) beginning
beginning with
with
Comparing
80-grit
80-grit
abrasive.
abrasive. methods
Running
Running through
through the
the grits
grits using
using the
the
Method
1
1.5
1.5 method
method will
will result
result in
in the
the following
following
Method 1 isin
based
on increasing
progression
progression
in
the
the U.S.
U.S.
system.
system.

the grit number by 50%. Here, you
are
size reduction
by
50%
80
80increasing
×× 1.5
1.5 == 120
120each
and
and agrit
a 38.3%
38.3%
reduction
(multiply
the
grit by 1.5) beginning
in
in particle
particle
size
size
with
80-grit
abrasive.
120
120 ×× 1.5
1.5 == 180
180 and
and aa 32.8%
32.8% reducreducRunning
through
tion
tion
in
in particle
particle
size
sizethe grits using
the
1.5
method
180
180
×× 1.5
1.5 == 270
270will result in the
following progression in the U.S.
system.

At
At this
this point,
point, we
we must
must make
make our
our
80 × 1.5 = 120 and a 38.3%
first
first decision
decision since
since 270
270 is
is not
not an
an availavailreduction in particle size
able
able grit.
grit. Should
Should you
you select
select 320,
320, 280,
280,
120 × 1.5 = 180 and a 32.8%
240,
240, or
or 220?
220? Since
Since 280
280 is
is not
not available
available
reduction in particle size
in
in aluminum
aluminum oxide
oxide from
from the
the supplisuppli180 × 1.5 = 270
ers
ers II most
most frequently
frequently use,
use, the
the choice
choice
is
is either
either 220
220 (15.4%
(15.4% reduction),
reduction), 240
240
At this point, we must make our
(33.6%
(33.6% reduction),
reduction), 280
280 (45.8%
(45.8% reducreducfirst decision since 270 is not an
tion)
tion) or
or 320
320 (56%
(56% reduction).
reduction).
available grit. Should you select
Attempting
Attempting to
to keep
keep the
the percentage
percentage
320, 280, 240, or 220? Since 280 is
change
change between
between the
the grits
grits similar,
similar, II
not available in aluminum oxide
selected
selected the
the 240-grit
240-grit abrasive.
abrasive.

from the suppliers I most frequently
use,
the
choice
isand
either
220 (15.4%
240
240 ×× 1.5
1.5 == 360,
360, and
II chose
chose the
the
reduction),
240
(33.6%
reduction),
320
320 grit
grit for
for similar
similar reasons.
reasons.
280 (45.8% reduction) or 320 (56%
reduction).
II applied
applied the
the same
same process
process to
to the
the
Attempting
to keep and
the
European
European
classification
classification
andpercentage
comcomchange
the grits
similar,
IA
pared
pared
the
thebetween
two
two systems
systems
(see
(see Table
Table
3).
3). A
selected
the
240-grit
abrasive.
major
major difference
difference in
in particle
particle size
size can
can be
be
× 1.5 =P320
360, and
and
IP400.
choseIn
seen
seen240
between
between
P320
and P400.
Inthe
the
the
320 grit
for similar
reasons.
European
European
sequence,
sequence,
this
this
means
means you
you
use
use one
one additional
additional paper.
paper. Remember,
Remember, itit
I applied
the same
processparticle
to
is
is more
more
important
important
to
to compare
compare
particle

the European classification and
compared the two systems (see Table
27
27
5

Mahogany cylinder prepared with an oval
skew chisel. As in all cylinders, the first
section on the left will be finished to 320 grit
with Method 1 & 2-US. (Note: Methods 1
and 2-US are identical and are referred to as
Method 1 & 2-US.) The middle section will
be finished to P400 grit with Method 1-EU.
The section on the right will be finished with
Method 2-EU, which has the extra two grits
added (P100 and P150).

Cherry cylinder prepared with an oval skew
prior to using any abrasives.

Ash cylinder prepared by scraping with a
dull bowl gouge to produce torn grain and
tool marks.

Ash: Close-up view of the first section of
the cylinder in Photo 3, before applying any
abrasives.

The various woods used, left to right: Maple,
ash, cherry, mahogany, yellow poplar.
The top section of each cylinder has been
finished with Method 1 & 2-US to 320 grit.
The middle sections are all finished with
Method 1-EU to P400 grit. The bottom
sections are all finished with Method 2-EU to
P400 grit. Method 2-EU included grits P100
and P150, which were not used in any of the
other sections.
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3). A major difference in particle
size can be seen between P320 and
P400. In the European sequence, this
means you use one additional paper.
Remember, it is more important
to compare particle size than grit
number to accurately compare grit to
grit.
Method 2
Method 2 is based on selecting a
uniform change in particle size.
The goal is to develop a progression
through the grits that comes as close
as possible to a uniform percentage
change between each of the grits
used in the sequence. This is based
on the assumption that if there is
a consistent percentage change
between grits, a superior, smooth,
scratch-free finish can be achieved
faster.
With the U.S. system (see Table 4,
Method 2-US) the average change in
particle size is 34.6% (32.8% to 38.3%)
and a progression of 80, 120, 180, 240,
320, for a total of five grit numbers.
This sequence of grits is identical to
Method 1-US where each grit number
is increased by 50%.
For the European system (Method
2-EU), you can achieve a change
in particle size from grit to grit for
an average change of 22% and a
progression of P80, P100, P120, P150,
P180, P240, P320, and P400 for a total
of eight grit numbers (see Table 4).
This method results in an increase
of two grit numbers over the 1.5
method and a percentage change
between grits that is more consistent.
The grit sequences for all of the
methods are compared in Table 5.

Setting up the evaluation
I used abrasive sheets rather than
discs for my study because there
are more operator variables using
a power sander or a Sandmastertype tool, and not all grits may be
available in the various disc systems.
However, the basic principles used

will still apply regardless of the
system you use in your shop.
In an attempt to keep as many
variables as possible out of my
evaluations, I made several
decisions, the primary one being
to use a spindle-turned cylinder
for my test studies. I chose not
to use bowls in this evaluation
because of the variables introduced
by the many different designs
as well as the occasional need to
reverse the lathe in order to smooth
stubborn endgrain. Granted, it
will take longer to smooth the
endgrain encountered in the bowls
as compared to the face grain of
spindles, but the progression I use
should apply to all projects.
Here is how I set up the
evaluations:
• I turned a cylinder for a consistent,
smooth surface. (Bulk reduction
with a ¾” [20 mm] roughing gouge
and finish with a 1” [25 mm] oval
skew.) (Photos 1, 2)
• I also compared the progressions
on cylinders with a rough finish
achieved with a dull ½” (13 mm)
bowl gouge held off the bevel
resulting in tool marks and torn
grain. (Photos 3, 4)
• I used abrasive sheets applied
by hand to minimize pressure
variables.
• I used abrasive paper cut into
strips that were 1” (25 mm) wide.
• I used each strip only once on a
section before throwing it away.
• I kept the strips in constant motion
when touching the wood.
• I applied firm pressure but not
enough to result in feeling any
warmth in my fingertips.
• I cut each wood sample to be 9”
(23 cm) in length, divided it into
three 3” (8 cm) sections.
• I sanded each section separately
even if two adjacent sections
called for the same grit number.
• I used kiln-dried wood.
I used a variety of hardwoods,
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CAMI progression with
1.5 factor is the same as uniform
% change between grits
(Method #1-US=Method #2-US)
CAMI-grit
(USA)

average particle
size in microns

80

% reduction
between grits

188

FEPA progression with 1.5 factor
(Method #1-EU)

FEPA-grit
(Europe)
P80

average particle
size in microns

% reduction
between grits

201

European progression with uniform
change in % reduction between grits
(Method #2-EU)
FEPA-grit
(Europe)
P80

average particle
size in microns

% reduction
between grits

201
19.4%

38.3%

36.8%

P100

162
21.6%

120

116

P120

127

P120

127
21.3%

32.8%

38.6%

P150

100
22.0%

180

78

P180

78

33.6%
240

51.8

320

34.3

400

22.1

600

14.5

P180

78

25.0%
P240

58.5

P320

46.2

P400

35

P600

25.8

33.8%

25.0%
P240

58.5

P320

46.2

P400

35

P600

25.8

21.0%

35.6%

21.0%

24.2%

34.4%

24.2%

26.3%

26.3%

Table
methods.
(U.S.
gritgrit
choices
based
on Method
1 and12and
are 2
onare
theon
left.
sequence
is identical
for the two
Table5.
5.Comparison
Comparisonofofselection
selection
methods.
(U.S.
choices
based
on Method
theThe
left.grit
The
grit sequence
is identical
for
U.S.
methods.)
EuropeanEuropean
grit choices
in choices
the middle
column
are column
based on
thebased
1.5 method.
progression
right columninisright
based
on a is
U.S. methods.)
Europeaninprogression
the two
grit
in the
middle
are
on the European
1.5 method.
column
uniform
percent
change
between
grits.)
based on
a uniform
percent
change
between grits.)

with pores that went from ringporous and open to diffuse-porous
2. If there are resins present, they
and small. The hardness range was
can be brought to the surface
from the mediumhard maple and
by the heat, which causes burns
ash down to yellow poplar, one of
resulting in wood discoloration.
the softer hardwoods (Photo 5).
3. High lathe speed, combined with
I kept the lathe’s speed
coarser grits, can change the
consistently at about 500 rpm, as I
shape of the turning, although
do when sanding in my shop. There
not as evenly as with steel tools.
are several reasons for using a
4. Most bowls are slightly out-ofslower speed for sanding:
round by the time the sanding
1. The heat produced with pressure
process happens—when sanding
and high speeds can result in
at a high speed, the abrasive will
cracks occurring in the wood.
be primarily hitting the high
2. If there are resins present, they
spots (rather like hydroplaning),
can be brought to the surface
leaving the lower areas untouched
by the heat, which causes burns
by the abrasive paper.
resulting in wood discoloration.
3. High lathe
combined
with
When
thespeed,
abrasive
paper
coarser
grits,
can
change
the
shape
meets the wood
of
the
turning,
although
not
as
I always started each sequence with 80/
evenly
as with
tools. number
P80
grit (Photo
6). steel
Whichever
4. Most bowls are slightly outofround by the time the sanding
woodturner.org
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process happens—when sanding
at a high speed, the abrasive will
you begin with, the goal is a uniform
be primarily hitting the high spots
surface before moving to the next grit.
(rather like hydroplaning), leaving
The rougher the tool finish, the more
the lower areas untouched by the
time should be spent on the very first
abrasive paper.

grit. The objective of the first grit used
is to remove torn grain and tool marks.
When
the abrasive paper
For the cylinders with a smooth tool
meets
the wood
finish, I used the 80/P80 grits for one
I always started each sequence with
minute on each section, then all the
80/ P80 grit (Photo 6). Whichever
other grits in the sequence for 30 seconds
number you begin with, the goal is
each. Although I begin with a finer grit
a uniform surface before moving
for my own turning, for testing purposes
to the next grit. The rougher the
I started with 80 grit because in some of
tool finish, the more time should
the progressions I tested I am comparing
be spent on the very first grit. The
several grits that I would have skipped
objective of the first grit used is to
had I begun at 240/P240. I wanted to
remove torn grain and tool marks.
be consistent and use all of the grits in a
For the cylinders with a smooth
progression regardless of the tool finish
tool
finish, I used the 80/P80 grits
to ensure more accurate results.
for
one
minute on each section, then
On the cylinders with a rough finish,
all
the
other
grits in the sequence
I used the 80/P80 grits for two minutes

for 30 seconds each. Although I
begin with a finer grit for my own

turning, for testing purposes I
started with 80 grit because in some
on each section, then 30 seconds for
of the progressions I tested I am
the remainder of the grits.
comparing several grits that I would
The European abrasive paper was
have skipped had I begun at 240/
the cloth-backed J-flex from Klingspor.
P240. I wanted to be consistent and
For the U.S. system, I used GatorGrit
use all of the grits in a progression
for 80-120-180. Then I switched to the
regardless of the tool finish to
multipack abrasive rolls for pen finishensure more accurate results.
ing from Craft Supplies, USA, for the 240
On the cylinders with a rough
and 320 grits. I used these rolls because,
finish, I used the 80/P80 grits for
even after checking catalogs, local
two minutes on each section, then
hardware stores, and the major home30 seconds for the remainder of the
improvement stores, I could not find all
grits.
the grits I needed under the U.S. classifiThe European abrasive paper
cation from the same manufacturer.
was the cloth-backed J-flex from
In the photos, the first section
Klingspor. For the U.S. system, I
on the left is always the U.S.-grit
used GatorGrit for 80-120-180. Then
sequences. Method 1-US and Method
I switched to the multipack abrasive
2-US have identical grit sequences,
rolls for pen finishing from Craft
so the first section represents both
Supplies, USA, for the 240 and 320
US-methods. The middle section is
grits.
I used
theseof
rolls
because,
the
same
sequence
grits
as the first
even after checking catalogs, local
hardware stores, and the major
29
7

particle size from one grit to the next
is not essential. The best sequence
(Method 1-EU) had a change in
particle size in the upper 30% range
for grits P80, P120, and P180. Then
the percentage change dropped to
the low to mid 20% range for the
remainder of the grits (Photo 14).

I found that the sequence of
P80, P120, P180, P240, P320, P400
consistently produced the most
acceptable finish with all five woods,
regardless of whether the initial tool
finish was smooth or rough.
Adding two extra grits (P100 and
P150) to the sequence did not make
any difference in the surface finish

at P180 when compared with the
sequence that left these two grits out
(Photo 7).
Finishing to a P600 grit left an
extremely smooth surface.
All methods passed the feel test;
they all felt smooth. The P grade
finishes were a little smoother in all
sequences.
The sight test was a little
different. After each sequence was
completely finished and I looked
at the cylinders when they were in
a horizontal position while still on
the lathe, it appeared as though all
three sections of each sample were
scratch-free (Photos 8, 9, 10). When
I removed the cylinders from the
lathe and placed each one at a 45°
angle, however, I saw scratch marks
in all of the five cylinders in the
sections finished with the U.S.-grade
paper (Photos 11, 12, 13).
I noticed that for each grit from
80/P80 to 180/P180, the U.S. grit
felt smoother than the other two
columns where the European grits
were used.
At 240/P240 all three sections
felt the same. Then at 320/P400 the
European grit felt slightly smoother
and markedly smoother at the 320/
P600 level.
It also appears that having a
consistent change in abrasive

Cherry: The left section is finished with
Method 1 & 2-US. The middle section is
finished with Method 1-EU. The right section
is finished with Method 2-EU.

The maple cylinder, viewed horizontally. The
same section, viewed at an angle in Photo
11, reveals some scratches that are not
evident in this photograph.

Cherry: At this viewing angle, no scratches
are visible. Scratches become obvious when
viewed at an angle, as in Photo 12.

Poplar: The apparently smooth finish actually
has abrasive scratches, which become
noticeable when viewed at an angle, as in
Photo 13.

Maple: The same cylinder in Photo 8, but
viewed at an angle to reveal scratches.

Cherry: The abrasive scratches are revealed
when the cylinder in Photo 9 is viewed at an
angle.

Maple: The first section is finished to 80 grit
and the other two sections were finished
with P80.

homeimprovement stores, I could
not find all the grits I needed under
the U.S. classification from the same
manufacturer.
In the photos, the first section
on the left is always the U.S.-grit
sequences. Method 1-US and
Method 2-US have identical grit
sequences, so the first section
represents both US-methods. The
middle section is the same sequence
of grits as the first section but
with the European-graded papers.
The last section on the right is the
European graded papers with the
extra grits added (P100 and P150).

Comparing results
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Substituting between
the European and U.S.
systems

If you have abrasive papers from
both systems in your shop and run
out of one grit number, Table 6 will
help you find a replacement grit in
the other system with the closest
average abrasive particle size.
From 80/P80 to 220/P220, the best
replacement is the identical grit. For
those numbers higher than 220/
P220, the replacement grit will be a
different grit number. For P240, you
could go either way: 220 = change of
12.8% or 240 = a change of 11.5%.

Choosing abrasive
materials

Selection of an abrasive material
is based on the friability of the
particles—how easily the particles
fracture under use.
There are a number of abrasive
materials available. The following
three are the ones most often used
by woodturners.
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If missing a grit in one system, what is the closest replacement in the other
system and at how large a difference in particle size?
USA grit

Poplar is the softest of the hardwoods used
for this article. Scratches are present, but
are not as evident as in the other woods.
Poplar is the softest of the hardwoods used
for this article. Scratches are present, but
are not as evident as in the other woods.
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Ash: This is the same cylinder in Photos
3 and 4. The three sections, left/middle/
right, have been finished to 320 (Method
1 & 2-US); P400 (Method 1-EU); P400
(Method 2-EU). Two additional grits (P100
and P150) were used in Method 2-EU that
Ash: not
Thisincluded
is the same
cylinder
in Photos
were
in the
other sections.
3 and 4. The three sections, left/middle/
right, have been ﬁnished to 320 (Method
1 & 2-US); P400
(Method 1-EU); P400
Aluminum
oxide
2-EU). Two additional grits (P100
•(Method
the
workhorse
and P150) were used in Method 2-EU that
•were
available
with in
paper,
cloth,
or a
not included
the other
sections.
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synthetic backing
• abrasive particles are easily
broken down as the paper is used,
resulting in the creation of new,
• abrasive particles are easily broken
sharp edges; in effect, renewing
down as the paper is used, resulting
the surface and extending the life
in the creation of new, sharp edges;
of the abrasive
in effect, renewing the surface and
• most common abrasive in
extending the life of the abrasive
woodworking catalogs
• most common abrasive in
woodworking catalogs

Garnet
• softer abrasive than aluminum
Garnet
oxide and wears out more quickly
• softer abrasive than aluminum
• produces a finer, softer scratch
oxide and wears out more quickly
pattern on wood
• produces a finer, softer scratch
• recommended by some as the last
pattern on wood
few grits because it will result in a
• recommended by some as the last
much smoother final finish. I have
few grits because it will result in a
found I do not have to use garnet
much smoother final finish. I have
to achieve a super-smooth finish.
found I do not have to use garnet
to achieve a super-smooth finish.

Silicon dioxide
• often called wet/dry sandpaper
Silicon dioxide
and usually has a waterproof
• often called wet/dry sandpaper
paper backing
and usually has a waterproof
• hard material not easily broken
paper backing
down on wood, is very aggressive
• hard material not easily broken
• usually used on metals
down on wood, is very aggressive
• too aggressive to use as a primary
abrasive on wood
woodturner.org
woodturner.org

particle size

European grit

particle size

% change in grit from USA to European

80

188

P80

201

6.5%

100

148

P100

162

8.6%

120

116

P120

127

8.7%

180

78

P180

78

0.0%

220

66

P220

65

1.5%

P240

58.5

240

51.8

P280

52.2

0.8%

280

42.3

P320

46.2

8.4%

320

34.3

P400

35

2.0%

P600

25.8

400

22.1

P800

21.8

P1000

18.3

1.4%

P1200

15.3

5.2%

600

14.5

800

12.2

P1500

12.6

3.2%

1000

9.2

P2500

8.4

8.7%

Table 6.
one
system
to to
thethe
next.
(From
80/P80
through
220/P220,
Table
6. Nearest
Nearestcomparable
comparablegrit
gritfrom
from
one
system
next.
(From
80/P80
through
220/
the nearest
grit is the
grit.
After
220/P220
the average
sizes
beginsizes
to
P220,
the nearest
gritsame
is the
same
grit.
After 220/P220
theabrasive
averageparticle
abrasive
particle
separate
best choice
willchoice
be a different
number.)
begin
to and
separate
and best
will be grit
a different
grit number.)

Reviewing backing
material
• usually used on metals

The backing is the material used to
• too aggressive to use as a primary
hold the abrasive particles. Backings
abrasive on wood
include paper, cloth and synthetic
materials like Mylar. Some can be
Reviewing
backing material
waterproofed.
The backing is the material used to hold
Waterproof backing allows the
the abrasive particles. Backings include
paper to be used with water to
paper, cloth and synthetic materials
rinse off dust that tends to clog the
like Mylar. Some can be waterproofed.
abrasive, or to finish sand with oil
Waterproof backing allows the paper to
instead of using steel wool.
be used with water to rinse off dust that
Papers are graded from A through
tends to clog the abrasive, or to finish
F, with A being the most pliable.
sand with oil instead of using steel wool.
Coarser grits will have a heavier,
Papers are graded from A through F,
stiffer grade of paper. Grade F is the
with A being the most pliable. Coarser
stiffest and is used for sanding belts.
grits will have a heavier, stiffer grade of
The paper grade, if listed, will follow
paper. Grade F is the stiffest and is used
the grit number, for instance 800A or
for sanding belts. The paper grade,
P60C. The paper grade is not always
if listed, will follow the grit number,
included with the grit number.
for instance 800A or P60C. The paper
In the manufacturing process for
grade is not always included with the
coated abrasives, the backing is first
grit number.
coated with a resin that will hold
In the manufacturing process for
the Table 6. Nearest comparable
coated abrasives, the backing is first
grit from one system to the next.
coated with a resin that will hold the
(From 80/P80 through 220/P220,

the nearest grit is the same grit.
After 220/P220 the average abrasive
grit. As the paper is passed over and
particle sizes begin to separate and
slightly above the abrasive particles,
best choice will be a different grit
an electrostatic charge is introduced,
number.) grit. As the paper is passed
resulting in the abrasive particles
over and slightly above the abrasive
moving up and into the resin. The
particles, an electrostatic charge is
larger part of the particle embeds in the
introduced, resulting in the abrasive
soft resin with the smaller, sharper end
particles moving up and into the
exposed. The resin with the embedded
resin. The larger part of the particle
particles is then dried. A second coat of
embeds in the soft resin with the
resin is applied over the exposed parsmaller, sharper end exposed. The
ticles to extend the life of the abrasive.
resin with the embedded particles is
then dried. A second coat of resin is
This somewhat scientific approach
applied over the exposed particles to
to sandpaper selection has provided
extend the life of the abrasive.
me with an understanding of the abraThis somewhat scientific approach
sive particle size used in the various
to sandpaper selection has provided
grits, which has greatly improved the
me with an understanding of the
finishing portion of my turnings.
abrasive particle size used in the
I hope it will do the same for you.
various grits, which has greatly
improved the finishing portion of
turnings.
I hope it will do the
Artmy
Scott
(folsomart@bellsouth.net)
same
you.
turns
withfor
a Powermatic
3420B in
Folsom, Louisiana, and is a member of the
Art Scott
(folsomart@bellsouth.net)
turns
Bayou
Woodturners
(bayouwoodturner.org).
with
a Powermatic
in Folsom,
They
meet
monthly in3420B
Harahan,
Louisiana.

Louisiana, and is a member of the Bayou
Woodturners (bayouwoodturner.org). They
meet monthly in Harahan, Louisiana.
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Sanding
& Scraping
The Unspoken Taboo
of Woodturners
By Mark Palma

I

went to Catholic school for eight
years. The sisters who served
as my teachers were very strict.
They wore long habits and their hair
was completely hidden under these
contraptions of clothing. Rulers
were used for corporal punishment
and I stayed after school frequently,
clapping erasers outside.1
It was fourth grade and we were
given the assignment to prepare a
family tree. Well, when I got to aunts
and uncles, Uncle Nubs did not
seem to fit on any branch, no matter
what. I had this “leaf” that just sat
there. And, making matters more
complex, Nubs was a favorite visitor
to our home.
My mother and father sat me
down and gently explained (out
of earshot of my younger siblings,
I may add) that Uncle Nubs was
“technically” not my uncle. He
wasn’t married to Aunt Babe, he
was betrothed to her, kind of like
engagement, but without the ring.

It was the family secret
never spoken about.
The same seems to
be the case for sanding
and using scrapers
while turning. It’s the
unspoken element. Well,
I admit it, I sand and
scrape! There, it’s out in the public.
I feel an enormous weight has been
lifted off my shoulders.
Sanding and scraping are both
surface-enhancement techniques. I
am not a proponent of using them in
place of good sharpening, cutting,
and tool control. However, there
are times when they save the day in
a particular turning project. With
highly figured grain, interlocking
grain, or just a stubborn piece
of wood, I find them to be great
additional tools in my arsenal.

SCRAPING

I understand that many professional
demonstrators and video turners can

cut a bowl in one continuous ribbon
of wood without any tearout, leaving
a glass-smooth surface. They also
bowl 300 games, run sub-4-minutemiles, bat over .500, and have perfect
children. In my real world, I get to
take out the garbage, shovel snow,
and sometimes get ridges and torn
grain on my turned items.
A properly shaped and sharpened
scraper, held in the correct
orientation to the wood can:
• Remove wood quickly,
• Refine a shape,
• Clean out a tight corner or shadow
line,
• Remove endgrain for endgrain
hollowing,

	The frequent eraser fights with Randy only ensured I would have the opportunity to come back tomorrow.
His real name was Norbert, but all knew him as Nubs.
3
	At Babe’s death (she passed first) she and Nubs were engaged for over 50 years, living with Babe’s sister (my great grandmother, Mia,
somehow short for Marie). Mia kept an ever-vigilant eye on them to maintain decency and high moral standards.
1
2
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• Clean the “nub”  out of the bottom
of a bowl,
• Clean out the bottom corner of a
box, bowl, or vessel,
• Shear-scrape a bowl, and
• Hollow out a vessel.
Now, I will let you in on an even
bigger secret than Uncle Nubs. Most
carbide tools are scrapers.
Scrapers need to be sharp to
work well. Fortunately, singleedge scrapers are straightforward
to sharpen. One quick pass on the
grinder and you are back at the
lathe. Most single-edge scrapers
are sharpened to an angle of 30-40
degrees. The overall goal is to have
some relief angle below the cutting
edge, yet plenty of metal supporting
the edge.
In researching this article (well,
“research” may be an exaggeration)
there seem to be two camps on
sharpening scrapers--those who
look for the wire burr, and those
who remove the burr. The wire-burr
edge (left on the top of a properly
sharp ened scraper) can cut very
aggressively. Unfortunately, the burr
edge only lasts for seconds. The good
news is that sometimes that is all
you need! Besides, a quick swipe on
the grinder and it’s right back.
Do you “need” a burr? No, it’s
optional. A sharp scraper will cut
without a burr. How do I know?
Well, use a scraper for longer than
a minute (after proper sharpening)
and guess what, it still cuts soft, fine
shavings. Some cuts, such as shearscraping a highly figured bowl, can
seem to go better without a burr.
Negative rake scrapers seem to be
the new vogue in the underworld
of sharpening. Ironically, they are
not new and have been around for
4
5
6

decades. Think of a skew on its side
and you have one of the typical
negative rake scraper profiles. By
lowering the leading edge (or cutting
edge, depending on how you think
about it), the aggressiveness of the
scraper is lessened and it seems more
forgiving and controllable.
Negative rake scrapers are used
with the toolrest set up so that the
tool, when held level, has the cutting
edge at center. The downward
angle of the bevel of the scraper is
the reason for its forgiving nature
resulting in a safe cutting position.
It is almost impossible to get a catch,
and if one does occur, the cutting
edge is pulled down and drops clear
of the turning wood.
When using a traditional or singleedge scraper, raise the toolrest above
center so the tool handle is higher
than the cutting edge of the tool,
which should be at center. Said
another way, your hand is higher
than the scraper tip. This can seem
odd, as it is opposite of how we
normally cut wood at the lathe.
However, scrapers are not bevelrubbing tools in use.
Scrapers can make light or heavy
cuts. Scrapers can be used to remove
bulk quantities of wood. Scrapers are
particularly useful when removing
large quantities of endgrain wood
from boxes, goblets, and endgrain
bowls. So don’t look at a scraper as
only a finishing tool.
Scrapers can make a good cut
better. That isn’t to say I scrape
on every project. I first determine
whether or not a sharp gouge is
resulting in tearout. If it is, I switch
to a scrape. With a fresh edge and a
light touch you may find that ridges
disappear and tearout is reduced.
I sometimes find that when I have

tearout, the gouge seems to lift the
torn wood fibers on each pass and
just make the tearout deeper. A
scraper sometimes seems not to have
the same lifting effect and lets me
cut the area cleanly.
Scrapers can also do some jobs
with remarkable efficiency. Some
turners find scraping a dovetail
groove for a chuck a faster and more
consistent process. Scrapers excel in
getting into tight areas and next to
details such as raised beads.
Scrapers are “catch friendly”
tools. I find that some turners able
to accomplish a cut with a scraper,
when a gouge is frustrating them on
the same cut. The dragging nature
of their inherent angle of use is less
likely to dig into the wood.
Scrapers come in many profiles,
thicknesses, and shapes. They can be
easily reconfigured to a special use.
So shape them to fit your needs.
I sat down with a pile of scrapers I
had accumulated. They were sorted
by size, shape, and profile. The ones
which seemed to be the best ones
got sharpened and put into service.
The oddball ones are the ones that
you experiment with, shape for a
particular use (such as dovetails,
ring cutters, pointed scrapers, or
whatever you need). Really, what do
you have to lose?
So dust off and sharpen those
scrapers. Spend some time getting
reacquainted with this versatile
turning tool. Then you too, can shout
from the rooftops, “I scrape and I am
proud of it!”

SANDING

Sanding is a relatively new invention
in the history of woodworking.
Broken glass was used as
an abrasive for decades before

	No relationship to my uncle!
Hunter Tools, developed by Mike Hunter (who happens to be a great person, as well), and the hollowing systems that rely on the Hunter
carbide cutter as their heart, are the only exception I know of to this statement.
	Scrapers are usually only single-edge ( flat on top) or negative rake (either equal or unequal bevel-edged). Multi-edged scrapers can be
easily sharpened, but make sure you understand the angles involved before you grind away on them.
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sandpaper was prevalent.
Technology has brought significant
changes to abrasives, so here is a new
look at this often-taken-for-granted
product.
Sandpaper is not gold,
frankincense, or myrrh! Sometimes
we treat sandpaper as something
just too precious. As has been said
by several demonstrators, “Use
abrasives as though someone else is
paying for them.”
Yes, I know every club has
boastful turners who do not need
to sand, never need an abrasive grit
coarser than 320 off the tool surface.
How many articles, professional
demonstrators, video turners, and
club members say:
• “…I am going to skip showing you
how to sand. Everyone knows how
to do that…”
• “…sanding is boring…”
• “… no one likes to sand so get
through it as soon as possible…”
• “…great turners don’t need to
sand…” or
• “I always power-sand.”
Well, let me share two secrets with
you:
1. Some of them lie, and
2. No one can tell if the finished
piece was turned, scraped, or
sanded.
Understand that abrasives are
a complex topic. Abrasives have
changed dramatically. If you
understood abrasives at an earlier
time of your life, you may not fully
understand abrasives today.
All abrasives are not alike! Some
things to consider in choosing an
abrasive include:
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
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• Is the US grit system printed on
the back or is it the “P” European
grit system?
• What is the best abrasive material
to use?
o Garnet (normally brown)
o Silicon carbide (normally black)
o Aluminum oxide
(normally white)
o Ceramic (often blue)
o Exotics, synthetics, and other
cool stuff
o Woven materials (green,
maroon, gray white)
o Steel wool
o Others
• Backing material (cloth or paper)
• Backing weight (often given in
letters)
• Binding material holding the
abrasives to the backing (latex is
one of the tougher materials)
• Open-coat or closed-coat paper
• Serrate and non-serrate abrasives
• Cheap vs. quality paper
• Disc shape (round or scalloped)
Each type of abrasive has

advantages and disadvantages, as
well as applications as to how it
performs--in a superior, average, or
below-average manner. So do not
grab just any paper on sale at the big
box retailer or mass discounter and
expect a great result.
I am not going to give you a
treatise on abrasives. There are
plenty of charts on the internet about
abrasive grits, numbering systems,
and application recommendations
for different grit types. Do some
research, quit being a Luddite, and
join the 21st century!
Here are some suggestions from
Mark’s shop:
• Abrasives are a consumable! They
wear out. A 2” 220- or 320-grit
disc may have a life measured in
seconds.
• Abrasive discs  get dirty. Use an
abrasive cleaner to remove dust
from discs. Clean discs last longer.
• Think about sanding as refining
scratches. Each scratch is a “hump”

Others exist. This statement is only meant as an illustration. And no, a skew should NEVER be used on a bowl or any cross grain profile.
Maybe my negative rake scraper should have had a talk with Sister Rosina!
One tip--never sight down a scraper like a gun barrel, a catch will smack you right in the face.
Please note, when I use the term “abrasive” in this article, I am not referring to co-workers and relatives.
Isaac Fisher, Jr. patented sandpaper using shards of seashells, seeds, glass, and other materials in 1834. However, it wasn’t until 1916
that 3M commercialized practical sandpaper for use first in the newly important automotive industry. The wood lathe has been in use
since the 13th century!
I am using the term “sandpaper” and “abrasive” in the broader sense. So I encompass both here.
Just take the money out of kids’ or grandkids’ college fund. They’re all above average anyway!
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and a “groove.” Think of an LP
record album. You are trying to
level out the whole surface.
• Watch the flow of dust off the
work. If the dust slows down,
your cutting action has become
inefficient. Change your paper if
your cutting action slows down
noticeably or if you feel heat
starting to come off the work.
• Abrasives cut; they do not rub,
grind, or just magically make a
uniform scratch pattern.
• If your paper “gums up,” consider
an open-coat or serrate paper.
These abrasives are designed to
gum up less.
• Sand at a slower rpm compared to
the speed at which you turned the
work. Heat build-up is not your
friend when sanding. If you find
your fingers getting hot, then you
are not doing something right.
• Get the toolrest out of the way
when you are sanding. I try to
take the toolrest off as an extra
safety measure and leave the banjo
empty.
• Use a quality, clean, and properly
fitting dust mask, even if you
have dust extraction. If you are
coughing more, it may be from
dust in your lungs!
• Watch your dust trail over your
work when sanding. You can see
low areas and tearout because the
dust will “catch” in these areas and
they will remain “white” as you
pass over them. If an area doesn’t
seem to sand out, stop the lathe
and figure out what is going on.
• Think about which grit is your best
starting point. Look at the piece,
consider the species of wood, how
the gouge gods were treating you,
and pick the best grit.
• If your initial choice isn’t doing the
job, go one coarser.
• When you finish your first
grit, stop the lathe and look for
radial scratches. If you see radial
scratches, sand them out with
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The Luddites were English textile workers in 1811-1816 who were opposed to the
industrialization of factories.
The author is just sharing my pragmatic ideas and the results of my mistakes.
Is it a “Disk” or a “Disc”--which is it? Ironically, a “Disk” is to be used for computer- and
technology-related circular material. Given the exotic nature of ceramics and some of
the woven abrasives such as Abranet, it may be the correct term here.
An “LP” album is a reference to long-play records. The stereophonic record was
commercially introduced in 1957 and held the market until it ultimately fell victim to the
compact disk (CD) that was introduced in 1982.
600 and 1000 are optional. It depends on the species and how I plan to finish the piece.
A project is not necessarily a small piece. So if I am doing bottle stoppers, for example, I
consider all the stoppers one project.
Or words to that effect.
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Sandpaper, the Nitty-Gritty
the same
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either white 3M non-abrasive
Sanding
andgrit
Scraping
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pads or cheap pads from a
Sanding
Savvy
• Note that finer grits will not get
“dollar” store. This is not a place
rid ofof
radial
scratches from coarser
where I find that quality has an
The Art
Sanding
grits. They may wear down the
impact on the outcome. I use
Sanding
Shortcuts from the Pros
“bumps” but the grooves are still
them to burnish the final surface
Safetythere.
Tip, Breathing is good part 1 and then I look hard at the
• Don’t
skip
grits. If I startisatgood
120, I part 2 overall outcome.
Safety
Tip,
Breathing
go:
5. Abranet is my preferred abrasive
Safetyo 120
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grit)I use sanding sealer
materials.
Shop oTip,
why
should
o 180
6. 6” PSA (pressure sensitive
Shop oTip,
Preparing Sandpaper Packets
220
adhesive) serrate discs are my
Shop oTips,
320
favorite for hand-sanding on

o 400
the lathe. They give me a hard,
o 600
sharp edge (the fold) and a soft
o 1000
edge (the ½ round). They cost
Members' Gallery
o Non-abrasive pad
more, but I use the abrasive
• Sometimes sanding isn’t fixing the
more efficiently. They also give
problem. If so, re-cut the area.
me two sides. I use one side at a
• Not everything can be powertime.
sanded. Sometimes you need to
7. I view abrasives as a system and
sand off the lathe.
do not view them as individual
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• Just because you started
power(or cloth). So, I
bimonthly publication
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Gregory Schramek, throw away
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sanding,by
that
the used abrasives
mean you
at the endCommittee
of a project and start
merican Association
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President
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powerfor theDelehanty,
next.
Woodturners
Jeff
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Chair
sand
until
180
and
thereafter
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lathe
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Kathleen Duncan, Sec.
Linda Ferber, Editor
hand- sand.
to throw
away worn
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Joe Dickey, Treas. allows meBeth
Ireland
• Sometimes I use ceramic grit for
abrasives and not confuse the
. Paul, MN 55102
John Ellis
Janice Levi
new and the old.
my coarsest grit, then shift to
hone 651-484-9094
Denis
Delehanty
Rob Wallace
9. I write on the face of my
aluminum oxide paper, and shift
ebsite woodturner.org
Lucasmarker the
to serrate for my finerLouis
grits. Vadeboncoeur abrasivesJohn
with magic
xec. Director:•Phil
McDonald
ArtonLiestman
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If you
grit in bigAlan
numbers
so I can tell
want to cut down
dust,
hil@woodturner.org
what is going on while I am in
you can dip your abrasive in wax
rogram Director:and sand with the wax.
the throes of turning. I start with
them in order and use an office
inda Ferber • Not everything can be sanded on
binding clip to keep them in
the
lathe.
Sometimes
you
need
to
nda@woodturner.org
order at the lathe.
put on some good music and sit
10. Use the off switch and take
down, chill out, and sand!
So what do I normally do?
time to inspect your progress.
1. Power-sand bowls through the
Areas of tearout may require
first three grits. Then I handhand-sanding (or some judicious
sand the last few grits.
power-sanding).
2. Start with a ceramic disc for my
11. If I see a sanding mistake that
coarsest grit. Then I switch to
got missed, I say, “Ugh!” and
aluminum oxide through 180,
then go back and fix it. If that
and serrate for 220 or finer.
means going through all the
3. Keep a disc cleaner right next to
grits again, then that is the price
of perfection.
the lathe and use it all the time.
12. A change of mindset is in order
4. Use a non-abrasive pad to wipe
off the work as the last step. I use
regarding sanding. I think of
14
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sanding and every other step in
turning as equally important.
13. My goal is the overall quality
of the end product. I do not
compromise my work (I give
it away; I do not sell my work).
If I need to spend extra time
sanding, it’s okay. I am still
hanging out in my shop.
So, once we focus on the end
product, rather than on the taboos of
sanding and scraping, we open up a
world of possibilities.
Have fun in your shop.
Mark Palma, Cameron, Wisconsin. Mark
is a tax lawyer by day and a woodworker
whenever he finds that “spare” time that
isn’t spoken for. He thanks his family
for allowing him to have a shop, a tool
allowance, wood stash, and the time to
pursue his addictive hobby.

Cover photo: Barbara Dill
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Sanding
Five basic rules
for getting the
scratches out

S

Savvy

anding is important, the
second step in the turning
process: turning, sanding,
and finishing. These steps are not
independent. A poorly turned
surface will require more time
sanding, and a poorly sanded
surface results in a poor final finish.
We are overwhelmed with
information on turning tools and
finishing products. Everyone wants
to know about the latest tools,
techniques and products. There
has been very little published, and
nobody wants to hear about sanding.
In fact, it is more important than the
finishing because the final finish
will only be as good as the surface
on which it is applied.

Sandpaper, The Tool

We can’t discuss sanding without
some knowledge about sandpaper
(or cloth). The commonly used
abrasives can be listed in the order
of their hardness, sharpness, and
durability: Ceramics, Aluminum
Oxide, Silicone Carbide, and Garnet.
Aluminum Oxide will remove wood
faster than Garnet because it is
harder and sharper, making a deep
V-grooved scratch pattern, while
the softer Garnet wears faster and
leaves a pattern of shallow U-shaped
grooves. It makes sense to start with
Aluminum Oxide and finish with
Garnet.
Don’t buy cheap sandpaper. The
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grit designations of sandpaper
do not represent a uniform fixed
particle size. Rather they are a range
of particle sizes, with the majority
of them being the stated size. The
number and size of the particles that
are different from that designated
depends on the equipment and the
quality specifications of the abrasive
manufacturer. Unless we have access
to their product specifications,
we have to rely on either price or
experience to determine quality.
Cheap sandpaper isn’t necessarily
a bargain because it usually has a
broader range of particle sizes within
a grit, and it is the big ones that we
don’t want.

The Five Rules Of
Sanding

Since sanding can’t be ignored, we
try to make it an easier task. I have
summarized everything that I know
about sanding into Five Rules. These
rules will shorten the time between
laying down the turning tool and
realizing a museum quality finish.
Two prerequisites to sanding
should be obvious. We can’t sand in
the dark, and we can’t work when
we can’t breathe. Always use a bright
light, the brighter the better, while
sanding so that the scratch pattern
on the wood surface is clearly visible.
Always wear a dust mask while

By Russ Fairfield

sanding, or better yet, use both a
dust mask and a dust collector.

Rule 1

Sandpaper is a cutting tool - keep
it sharp and keep it clean.
Throw it away when it gets dull.
Don’t use a worn-out coarse grit
as a substitute for a finer grit.
Worn-out 120-grit is just that, and
it cannot be used as a substitute for
280-grit.
The spaces between the grit
particles are like the gullets of a
saw blade. The grit can’t remove
wood when the spaces are
full. Clean both sheet and disc
abrasives with a block of crepe
rubber. (Yes, it works on sheets
when we lay the paper on a flat
surface and rub the rubber block
across it.). Some turners glue a
piece of rubber to a block of wood
that is then attached to their lathe.
Blocks of crepe are available
through most of the woodworking
catalogs, a $10.00 purchase
that will last for years. It is also
available at the local shoe repair
shop, but make sure that it is the
pure natural amber colored rubber.
Colored or white rubber and most
caulking materials contain dyes
and silicones that will interfere
with most finishes.
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Sanding to a Fine finish -- The turned surface, above left, after being turned wet to finished size and then dried. The same surface after
power sanding with 60-grit to remove the rough tool marks, above middle, shows scratches and, above right, a surface sanded with fine
paper before coarse scratches were removed still shows scratches, which will be amplified by coat of finish.

Rule 2

Refine the shape, remove all tool
damage and torn grain, and repair
the surface with as coarse an
abrasive as necessary to do the job
- BEFORE moving to a finer grit.
The only purpose for all
subsequent sanding with finer
abrasives should be to refine and
remove the scratch pattern made
by the coarsest
paper. If there is a lot of torn
grain and other tool damage on
the surface, go straight to a 60grit, and don’t fool around with
anything finer. It makes no sense
to brag about never using anything
coarser than 120-grit, and then
spend two hours to do the same
job that could have done in fifteen
minutes with 60-grit. The finer grit
can be used, and for a shorter time,
after we have improved our tool
handling skills during the turning
phase.

Rule 3

Sand through all of the
progressively finer grits without
skipping any of them.
And, don’t quit until 320. I
usually start with 60 or 80, and
proceed through 100, 120, 150,
16

180, 220, 250, 280, 320, and stop at
400, using whatever combination
of power and hand sanding that
is appropriate. It is much faster
to use all of the abrasive grits in
the smallest increments possible,
than to make large jumps in grit
size. This is particularly true at the
coarse end of the scale. Of course,
we could go directly from 60 to
320 grit if we had a lot of time and
sandpaper to waste.

Rule 4

Remove all of the scratches and the
sanding dust from the previous
grit before going to the next finer
grit. This step is faster when Rule 3
is also observed.

Rule 5

Slow is good, and slower is even
better.
There is a universal tendency to
sand too fast. Heat is the enemy.
Keep the sanding medium cool by
sanding slowly. And, the slower
moving abrasive removes more
material than one that quickly
skims the wood surface.
Don’t spin the piece in the lathe
so fast that the paper gets hot.
If it burns your fingers, it is also

burning the wood surface, and
case-hardening rather than cutting
it. We have all experienced the
situation where the sandpaper just
quit cutting, and it took a coarser
grade to break through the surface
glaze, only to have the same
problem when we used the finer
sandpaper. I typically sand with a
maximum lathe speed of 250 RPM
for most work.
It is very easy to generate too
much heat when power sanding
because we have no direct touch
with the abrasive. Heat will clog
the disc, and destroy either the
cloth backing or the sponge rubber
on the arbor. Besides removing
more wood faster, the disc is easier
to control at the lower speeds. Just
because an electric drill has a top
speed of 2400 RPM doesn’t mean
that wide-open is the best speed
for sanding. I use an old 3/8-in.
Black and Decker Quantum drill
for most power sanding because it
has an excellent trigger control and
runs continuously at less than 150
RPM.
Russ Fairfield, deceased 1935-2011, was
a woodturner and a member of the Florida
Woodturners.
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Art of
Sanding

The

Sandpaper is a
Cutting Tool

By Jack Morse

Quite often I observe beautifully turned pieces on display, with a poor sanding job that stands out
like a big red nose. In conversations I find that many consider sanding as a necessary drudgery that
has to be done against their will. They haven’t taken the time to learn how fast it can be done with the
right approach. Most people start with too fine a grit of paper, and then sand and sand until they are
tired and discouraged. One of the problems is that on most woods the scratches are white and blend in
until the finish is applied and then they turn almost black.
A few do’s and don’ts can
go a long way in solving
most problems. It seems natural
that a faster speed would produce
faster sanding, but in reality speed
creates an air cushion that inhibits
sanding. The slower speeds will
sand faster. Speed builds up heat,
which will melt the bond between
the grit and the paper, destroying
the paper and imbedding the grit
into the wood, further inhibiting
the sanding. Some wood will stresscrack from heat buildup and leave
deep fine multiple cracks that won’t
sand out and you will have to re-cut
the wood to eliminate them.

Sandpaper is a cutting
tool; it becomes dull with
use, and unfortunately can’t
be re-sharpened. Worn out

220 grit sandpaper doesn’t equal
320- or 400-grit sandpaper. “Use the
sandpaper as if someone else were
paying for it!” Good sandpaper is
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expensive but your labor is worth
more. If you are able to do the job
faster, with less effort, and end
up with a better finish, you will
learn to throw away that worn out
sandpaper!
If you sand with the lathe running,
put it on a slow speed and keep
moving the sandpaper back and
forth. Don’t wrap it around the wood
and hold it there, for you will end
up with those ugly rings around the
wood. Take the time to learn

what the scratch marks
produced by each grit of
sandpaper look like!

Stop often and inspect the work
with a strong light at a 45-degree
angle and look for light white marks.
If you have a problem of scratches
that won’t come out, change the
direction of the sanding to make
sure you aren’t creating them with
buildup on the paper. Buildup

on the sandpaper can be

easily removed with coarser
sandpaper lightly pulled
across it.
Most bowls are turned with the
wood grain at a right angle to the
lathe bed which means that 70% of
what you are sanding is endgrain.
The endgrain is more subject to tearout and damaged fibers, besides
being harder to sand, so extra
effort is required. In my experience,
it is not possible to do a thorough job
of sanding with the lathe running
while you’re holding sandpaper
against the wood or power sanding
with the lathe running. I prefer to
sand the trouble spots first and then
power sand with the lathe running
to blend in any ridges I might have
created while concentrating on
individual spots.
When I have sanded to the point
that I am satisfied the job is done, I
always apply a thin coat of lacquer
sanding sealer and let it dry and
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further inspect the work. What
is going to show up in the final
finish will show up here, and it is
much easier to sand the sanding
sealer than anything else you could
put on it. The sanding sealer will
also harden up the fuzziness and
enable it to be sanded off with little
effort. If nothing shows up with the
sanding sealer, a light hand sanding
with 400-grit paper will finish the
process, and you are ready to put
on any finish you desire. Do not

use steel wool or Scotch
bright at this point for it will
equally dull everything. It will

look smooth, but there will still be
ripples in it. If you wiped sanding
sealer on or the excess off, you could
have streaks in it that will show up
again when you put the finish on.
Hand sanding with 400 grit will
sand off the high spots while the low
spots will still be shiny until it is all
sanded evenly.
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Quite often some tool marks won’t
show up until you have sanded
down to the finer grits of sandpaper
and the last thing you want to do is
go back to coarser sandpaper, so you
sand and sand with that fine paper
until you are tired and discouraged.
You go ahead and apply the finish,
thinking it won’t show up. Well
guess what, not only did it show up,
it is worse than ever. You then leave
it to the next day, hoping it will look
better then! The reality is that had
you gone back to that coarser grit,
you would have finished in less time
with a lot less aggravation.

• Put as much pride in your sanding
as you put in the rest of your
project. A good sanding job will
not be seen, but a poor sanding job
will stand out above everything
else.
• A good sanding job looks like it
hasn’t been sanded, whereas a
poor job is the first thing noticed.

Think about it!

Jack Morse, Lawrenceville, Georgia
johnmorse@bellsouth.net

• Save time! Start with a coarser grit
than you think you need and sand
with it longer than you think you
need to, until all tooling marks
and damaged wood fibers have
been removed. Then the rest of the
job will go quicker and be more
satisfying.
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How experts cut sanding time and improve their products

Sanding
Shortcuts from
the Pros
By Steve Sinner
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After piercing, Steve Sinner sands his
delicate 1½"-diameter goblet inside and
out with 3M Bristle Discs.
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or most of us who turn, the
least fun part is preparing
the surface for the finish.
Usually that means sanding. But
there has been a small revolution
in the refinement and use of
abrasives. After years of improving
substrates (the backing), making
abrasive materials that cut faster
and last longer, improving grading
so the surface has fewer or no
irregular scratches, and inventing
effective tools to simplify their use,
sanding is almost fun.
Along with the revolution
in abrasives, we’re seeing the
continued introduction of new
sanding aids. There are now
specialized power sanders
operated by electricity or air for
just about every purpose, from
micro to macro. Specialized
machines make sense when you
do a lot of repetitive work. Several
of these machines and devices are
aimed at the particular needs of
turners.

Testimonials from the
professionals

Although many of the newer
abrasive products have long been
used in industrial applications,
they have not been generally
available to us. Our suppliers have
traditionally given us access to the
most common and least expensive
abrasives. While there have been
exceptions, we were introduced to
the world of high-quality abrasives
through the promotion of foreign
abrasive products and, in some
cases, the crossover of products
from the auto-body industry and
other specialty markets.
Today, U.S. manufacturers are
actively soliciting our business, and
our suppliers are beginning to offer
us a greater range of top-quality
abrasives. They are quite a bit more
expensive than our old standards,
but they are more than worth the
price. Testimony to that fact is
offered by the following tips from
studio artists and professionals,
detailing how some of these
products are being used.
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Binh Pho

3M 900DZ and 268L
Binh’s favorite abrasive for sanding
his turnings is the 3M 900DZ with
adhesive backing. This is a very
fast, long-lasting ceramic abrasive.
It also has 3M’s Xodust coating,
which sheds sanding dust “like
magic.” Binh relies on 2" and 3"
discs for his pieces.
Binh is known for the acrylic
colors in his work, and when
needed, he sands them with 3M’s
268L, a micron-graded aluminum
oxide resin-bonded abrasive with
an adhesive polyester film backing.
“Since I’m working with acrylic
paint on the surface,” Binh says,
“the sandpaper with a micron
grading works best for me. It cuts
down the acrylic paint without
clogging up the paper.”

Cindy Drozda

Sanding Solution
“I can make a positive recommendation for Bruce Hoover’s
Sanding Solution. (See The
Sanding Glove in Resources on
page 65.) If you aren’t familiar
with it, this device is a ‘passive
sander,’ meaning the rotation of
the workpiece turns the sanding
disc. This means that it is not good
for sanding right in the center of
a piece where there is not much
rotation speed. I have found it
really useful for sanding inside
hollow forms. Right in the center
inside of a hollow form, it is easy
to reach with a powered disc.
“Using a hemostat (a form of
locking pliers to grip sandpaper)
is not only time consuming, but
it doesn’t do a very good job of
smoothing bumps. I have also
tried other passive sanders,
but couldn’t reach around the
corners without interference. The
Sanding Solution really works!
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Glossary of terms
Rich Bohr, a 3M Corporation creative arts account executive, contributed to this glossary
of abrasive terms. Rich has attended the last three AAW symposiums and is familiar to
many AAW members.
Minerals perform the basic job of cutting.
Emery (generally used for metal polishing) and garnet (used in traditional furniture manufacturing) are natural minerals that have long been used as abrasives. Today, they typify
the old guard in abrasives technology.
Synthetic minerals have many advantages over natural ones. Synthetics include the
common aluminum oxide (hard, tough, and resistant to wear), silicon carbide (very hard, with
a brittle nature that allows it to fracture into new sharp edges as it works), alumina
zirconia (best for heavy stock removal and high pressure grinding), diamond (precision
grinding, lapping, superfinishing), and ceramic aluminum oxide (today’s superstar abrasive).
Backings carry the abrasive particles. They include paper (various weights), cloth
(various weights), fibers, combinations of paper and cloth, polyester film, and sponge.
Bonds hold the abrasives to the backing. For example, 3M uses an anchoring layer
called the “make coat” and another layer over the mineral called the “size coat.” Glue or
resin may make up both coats, or they may be resin over glue. Other special coatings
reduce loading, extend cutting life, or increase cutting efficiency.
Nonwoven pads may be used for a variety of special purposes, and some are good
substitutes for steel wool. There are too many other special-purpose abrasive products
to cover here, but you may find some of them useful. For example, penturners often use
Micro-Mesh products, originally developed primarily for refinishing aircraft windows.
Grade sizes of the abrasive particles as well as the type of particle determines the
scratch pattern produced. Sizes generally run from 12 to 2500, although since there is
more than one standard for determining grade size, cross reference charts can be useful.
Beware, however, that the scratch pattern depends on more than just the grade size, so
direct comparisons of sizes of differing grade systems are not necessarily an accurate
means of choosing the next-finer abrasive to use on a given project. It is best to test your
choice on scrap if you wish to mix abrasives of varying types, grade systems, and brands.
Micron-graded abrasives are more accurately graded than the common types. 60
micron would be roughly equivalent to 220 grit, while .5 micron is about equal to 50,000
grit! If you are plagued by those odd scratches caused by the few oversized particles that
may exist on your abrasive, you might wish to try micron-graded abrasives.

Its articulation method makes it
possible to position the sanding
disc where it can do the work.
“Being able to put different sizes
and shapes of disc holders into the
device makes it possible to get into
the very flat hollow-form shape
that I like to do. I bet the Sanding
Solution works well on outsides,
too, but I haven’t tried it for that. It
also has numerous configurations
for purposes that I haven’t tried.
We all hate sanding, but most of us

spend a lot of time doing it!”
Cindy has also developed a
handout listing the abrasives she
has tried and her observations
of each, including comparisons.
Catch one of her demos for more
information.

Stuart Batty

Extend-A-Sand
“Sanding deep and large-diameter
bowls is the least fun part of bowl
making,” Stuart reports. “Bruce
Woodturning FUNdamentals Special Edition
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Clockwise, from top left: A 3×1/2" soft interface foam pad for sanding curved surfaces, a packet of
3M 400-Grit Bristle Discs, a 3" hook-and-loop-backed disc of 3M 260L Finishing Film, 3" and 2"
micron-graded hook-and-loop discs from 3M in 60 and 9 microns, a well-used piece of 120-grit 3M
900DZ (still working like new after several weeks of use), a Proxxon Pen Sander like the one used by
Art Liestman, all on top of two new sheets of 3M 900DZ.

Hoover’s Extend-A-Sand has eased
the process by allowing a more
controlled and comfortable means
of sanding. I brace the drill against
my body and have the sanding
pad extended out and supported
with my other hand. I can control
the power-sanding action easier.
And, I can finish all the sanding a
little quicker on large, open bowls.
“On my deep, narrow bowls,
sanding the bottom was done by
hand before. However, by adding
a small sanding pad to the ExtendA-Sand, I can reach areas that were
not possible any other way before.
“If you like sanding, you don’t
need this extra tool in your kit.
But if you are like me and want
to reduce sanding time, then I
recommend the Extend-A-Sand.”
woodturner.org

Art Liestman

Various favorite solutions
Art lends several ideas. “I begin
sanding with coarser grits using a
rotary sander (Milwaukee closequarter drill fitted with a 2" or 3"
Tim Skilton sanding pad). After
sanding with 180 grit, I switch
to a random orbital sander and
repeat 180 grit before moving on
to finer grits. The random orbital
sander is my most essential piece
of equipment.
“My favorite is the electric
Metabo Compact random orbit
sander. This comes with an 80mm pad, which is too large to use
with conventional 3" Velcro discs.
I suggest you replace this with a 3"
pad or a 2" pad, making it easier to
use off-the-shelf discs.

“I generally use soft interface
pads—particularly on finer grits.
I have a couple of pneumatic
random orbit sanders as well—a
palm grip and a pistol grip. I like
both of these but would like them
more if I had a bigger, quieter
compressor.
“The Sanding Glove is a useful
tool for me. It allows you to use
small pieces of Velcro-backed
sandpaper stuck to the glove rather
than gripping them with your
fingers. This is great for extended
hand-sanding sessions. This tool
is used only for hand sanding, not
with the lathe running.
“Another indispensable tool for
me is the Proxxon Pen Sander—a
12-volt tool connected to a
transformer. The handpiece is the
size of a large pen and comes with
several different sanding heads to
which you attach adhesive-backed
sandpaper. It has a linear sanding
motion, moving 1/10" per stroke,
8,000 strokes per minute, at 90
degrees to the shaft of the tool. It
is great for working up to an edge
and is an ideal tool for addressing
small problem areas without
affecting the surrounding area. It’s
surprisingly aggressive when used
with coarser sandpaper. A very
fine little tool! Plus, once you have
the transformer, there are lots of
other small tools that you can add.
“I’ve tried several of the new
abrasives (Norton 3X, Astradot,
and Blueflex micron film paper).
They all seem to do a fine job, and
I don’t yet have a preference for
one over the others. I’m still using
up a supply of older paper, but
someday soon I’ll have to adopt
one of the new abrasives.”
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Steve Sinner

3M Radial Bristle Discs
3M 260L, 3M 900DZ sheets
“My small goblets are turned to
the thickness of my thumbnail
(.5mm, or .0197") and then are
pierced. Piercing leaves a rough
burr on the inside and a lesser one
outside. The goblet at this point is
very delicate, but the 3M Bristle
Discs in 400 grit, mounted on a
cordless Dremel, will sand the
burrs beautifully without catching
and destroying the goblet.
“I use Minwax Helmsman Spar
Urethane for most of my vessels.
This gloss varnish is built up in
layers, and each layer must be
sanded before the next is added. To
accomplish this, I use 3" 600-grit
3M 260L finishing film hook-andloop discs, either by hand-sanding
or with a random-orbital sander.
Its coating sheds the fine dust that
is produced and allows sanding
the varnish as soon as four hours
after application.
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Dixie Biggs shows an assortment of 3M Bristle Discs and the flexible shaft tool she uses to drive them.
Also shown is the Pfingst Micro Sander, with spare discs in the jars. Note Dixie’s dustcollection hood—an essential protection for her respiratory system.

“Binh Pho also likes 3M’s 900DZ,
but I’d like to add that I buy the
9×11" cloth-backed sheets in 120
and 220 grit. I cut the sheets into
3"-wide strips for sanding my large
vessels. 3M claims this material
will outlast the average sanding
material by three or four times,
but I think their claim is way too
conservative. I have been using a
couple of pieces of this stuff for a
long time, and it still cuts faster
than any other material I’ve used.”

Andi Wolfe

3M Radial Bristle Discs
Andi is another fan of these discs,
and adds some important details.
“I use the 3M Bristle Discs for the
fine detail polishing of my bowls
that are power-carved. Because
the surfaces of my bowls are
very delicate and full of details
that I want to be crisp, I have
to be careful about the amount
of pressure used during the
polishing steps. Also, there is
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Pfingst Micro Sander,
3M Radial Bristle Discs
“I have two favorite sanding aids,”
Dixie says. “The first is the Pfingst
Micro Sander. It is a great little
detail sander. I’m able to get into
lots of little spaces. Sanding discs
can be easily made by using 3M
double-sided foam mounting tape
and a hole punch. I was able to
find various-size paper punches at
my local craft store; scrapbooking
stores are another good source for
larger-size punches.
“My other favorite is the 3M
Radial Bristle Discs. I mainly use
the 220 and 400 grit. I’ve found
them very useful for sanding my
textured carvings. I’m able to sand
any fuzzing I might get without
removing the detail.”
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Dixie Biggs

A 3" 3M 260L disc levels and prepares a varnished work for the next coat of Steve Sinner’s
vessel. The air-powered random-orbit sander
is coupled with a 1/2" soft interface pad for
sanding curves.
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usually not enough room to work
sandpaper into the nooks and
crannies by hand, so I’ve switched
to using the bristle discs mounted
on a mandrel placed into my
Foredom Micromotor tool.
“The bristle discs come in
diameters of 9/16", ¾", 1", 2", 3",
and 6". I tend to use the ¾"- and
1"-diameter discs in my work.
They are stacked in sets of six on
a 3/32" mandrel. The disc bristles
are curved, so it is important
to follow the directions for
mounting them correctly into the
mandrel so that the curved tip is
the trailing edge for the direction
of rotation. There are many
different grits available, but the
ones I find the most useful are 80
(yellow), 120 (white), and 220 (red).
I’ve used 400-grit discs (blue), but
I find that this grit usually leaves
a blue residue on the work that is
difficult to remove.
“I work the grits in sequence
from 80 to 220, alternating them
with ceramic-stone polishing. The
220-grit discs produce my final
polished surface. I find the bristle
discs are very gentle on fragile
edges, removing the fuzz left over
from the carving steps without
fracturing or denting the edge.
The discs also leave a beautiful
surface that is ready to accept an
oil or a spray finish.
“The discs wear down pretty
quickly when there are a lot of
jagged surfaces to polish but will
last longer on gently curved areas.
I usually go through a complete
set of bristle discs for each of my
carved bowls—a small expense
overall. I slow the rotation to
about 10,000 to 15,000 rpm for
polishing and slightly slower
for cleaning the edges of detail
regions on the turning.”
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This sculpture, “You Da Bomb,” by
Gerrit Van Ness illustrates the high
polish he can achieve.
Photo: Gerrit Van Ness

Gerrit Van Ness

3M Polishing Papers
Gerrit Van Ness produces painted
sculptures, often using automotive
enamels or fiberglass gel coat
material. To achieve a high gloss,
he first rubs down the painted
surface with synthetic steel wool.
”The advantage of nylon steel
wool over real steel wool is the
elimination of small steel particles
shedding, and of course, there is
no rust,“ Gerrit notes. “Synthetic
steel wool is available in fine, very
fine, and ultra fine, the equivalent
of #0000.”
After the synthetic steel wool,
Gerrit uses 9-micron polishing
paper (equivalent of 1200-grit
sandpaper) and does the final
polishing with 2- or 3-micron
polishing paper. 3M manufactures
the polishing paper, which can be
used for finishing plastics, metal,
composites, and wood.
He also likes to use liquid
acrylic-plastic cleaner with a fine
cloth for a final buffing. The boot
of “You Da Bomb” is an example of
the gloss that can be achieved with
these products.

Resources
Craft Supplies USA (800-551-8876,
WoodturnersCatalog.com)
Fire Mountain Gems (800-423-2319,
FireMountainGems.com)
Klingspor’s Woodworking Shop (800228-0000, WoodworkingShop.com)
Packard Woodworks (800-683-8876,
PackardWoodworks.com)
The Sanding Glove (757-665-4597,
TheSandingGlove.com)
3M Corporation (for turners, see
3M.com/creativearts)
Woodcraft Supply (800-225-1153,
Woodcraft.com)

Watch new developments

Watch the journal for ads related to
the newer abrasives. Visit the trade
show at the AAW Symposia. And
be sure to watch woodturning
demonstrations and ask questions.
We hope this information
will help you find happiness in
sanding!
Steve Sinner (ssinner@mchsi.com) lives
in Bettendorf, Iowa. He’s a member of the
Quad Cities Woodturners and the Chicago
Woodturners.
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Techniques To Reduce

Sanding

By Larry Miller

And the Best Tip: Always Use Quality Wood
Preparing for the Project

• Check tool rest for any nicks –
file smooth, sand lightly and
apply a light coat of paste wax
– the smoother the tool rest
supporting surface, the smoother
the cut
• Remove all sharp corners on the
bottom of square edged tools –
lightly pass across the grinder to
chamfer those edges that come
in contact with the tool rest –
tool steel is harder than tool rest
steel and can cause nicks in the
tool rest you just refined
• Sand the steel on your tools with
150-220 grit to provide a really
smooth surface
• Sharpen gouges and then hone
to a razor edge. Alternative to
honing is to use a leather strop
or make a strop from bass wood
• Grind the heel off gouges to
reduce burnishing
• Sharpen scrapers by first honing
top edge flat before grinding to
put the burr on – a scraping burr
lasts only about 15-20 seconds so

sharpen often. The same applies
for gouges when used to sheer
scrape – they dull more quickly.
• Sharpen skews on the grinder
and then hone to a razor edge
• I use an 80 grit grinder for
shaping tools and sharpening
for rough turning only. I use a
180 grit diamond wheel to put
a sharp edge on finishing tools
but then take them to my Tormek
leather strop or a homemade
basswood strop or hand held
honing stone to make them razor
sharp.

Turning the Project

• Turn as fast as is safe and
comfortable for your level of
ability – the faster the speed, the
smoother the cut. Or, actually the
slower the rate of tool feed results
in smoother cuts, but usually, it’s
easier to speed up the lathe.
• Concentrate on gliding/riding the
bevel and focus on the “horizon”
of the project for smooth/
consistent cuts

• Use cutting tools to slice the
wood instead of scrapers where
possible
• Cut with a grain supported
cut (most often referred to as
“cutting downhill” which is
perfectly clear on spindles but is
somewhat misleading on bowls
which have alternating side/
face grain as the wood turns. On
the outside of bowls, a smoother
cut is made by going “uphill” or
from the bottom to the top)
• Some tearout can be fixed by
spraying soapy water or oil on
endgrain – if using oil, be sure
it’s compatible with the finish
you expect to apply.
• Clean up “ridge” cuts by recutting with focus on steady
solid consistent tool work or
use a negative rake scraper or
regular scraper on edge to gently
remove them
• Hiding the blemishes (or the
dang thing just won’t go smooth)
• Use your imagination. For
example: burn lines, texture,
chatter, pierce, pyrography, dye,
carve, decorative beads/coves,
etc.
• Sand into submission, throw it
away, or give to someone you
don’t like.
Larry Miller, Olympia Woodturners, AAW
Symposium Youth Room Coordinator
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Dremel Sanding Pad
Making your own small Dremel sanding pad
By Herm de Vries

It’s easy to make your own pads of any size using this method. And it’s cheap. For $10 I can
make pads that would cost $60 or more, and these are more flexible, last way longer, the
Velcro never wears out, and you can make them any size or shape you want.

Drill a 1/8” hole into a small block of wood (this
is maple) and glue in 1/8” metal/brass? shaft (I
use cyanoacrylate glue (CA). This block is 1” in
diameter.

Chuck the piece into a Jacobs chuck on the
lathe to shape it. I bring up the tailstock to prevent the Jacobs chuck from coming loose.

Here is the piece shaped. It only took 15 seconds
with a skew. It’s 3/4” in diameter. I’ve chucked it
into the Dremel and used a taped down piece of
sandpaper to ensure that it runs true.

It’s completed and ready for the pad and Velcro.

The pad is made from knee pads from WalMart ($7) and sew-on Velcro from their sewing
department. Don’t use stick-on Velcro. It
doesn’t last.

I use a razor knife and scissors to cut a small
piece of foam. This is 3/8” thick.

woodturner.org
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I use Pro Bond contact cement adhesive. This
is the best for gluing the parts together. It sets
up quickly; in an hour you can press the glued
surfaces together. It’s available at most big
box stores.

After the foam is glued in place, I trim it with the
point of a skew and then glue on the hook side of
the Velcro. I end up throwing away the loop side.
The finished piece is ready for a small piece
of loop sandpaper. I find that the center of my
larger sanding disks seldom makes contact
during use, so I cut my tiny sanding disks from
the centers of my used, larger disks.
With the sandpaper in place, you’re ready for
action.

Here’s a sampling of various other special sanding aids I’ve made using the same methods. The large
disk on the left is 14” in diameter, and does not have a foam pad. All of these are drilled and tapped to
fit my lathe spindle. I use the two on the right for sanding grooves and spirals.
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Herm de Vries, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Canada
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Making a

“Sticky Stick”
By Alan Zenreich

What’s a Sticky Stick?

Like many woodturners, much of the
sandpaper I use is “hook and loop”.
That is, the paper is backed with soft
“loops” that are used to attach to a
sander with mating “hooks”. Velcro
is probably the most recognizable
name in hook and loop fasteners.
I’m a sucker for a “good idea.”
Some time ago, I read that a
woodturner put a strip of adhesive
backed Velcro on the ways of his
lathe, and used it to organize his
loop backed sandpaper during the
sanding process.
Having the sandpaper sheets,
arranged in order, at my fingertips
was very appealing.
• It’s self-organizing. It’s great to go
through the steps without having

Figure 1
Hook and loop discs are commonly used with
right angle drills and inertia sanders. Figure 1
shows a strip set up using six sandpaper discs,
with the third grit mounted on the random orbit
sander.
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Lathe Sanding Accessory

to figure out which grit comes
next, and I always know where I
am in the process.
• After each step, the paper gets
replaced in the “hole” in the
lineup, and the next grit is
removed from the strip. There’s
less chance of missing a step.
• No bench space is required; it’s all
done at the lathe.
I took the design one simple step
further, and made the strip easily
removable by attaching the Velcro to
a piece of wood, and attaching the
wood to the lathe with magnets.
I use rare earth magnets all
throughout my shop. Adding
magnets to this project makes the
stick:
• Easy to move between machines
or take to club demonstrations,
• Easy to clean,

Figure 2
Three 1/2” x 1/8” rare earth magnets are strong
enough to hold a 24” strip securely. I get them
on eBay, and prefer N42 strength. Regular
magnets found at the hardware store are very
weak, so if you use them, you’ll need at least
twice as many magnets. Figure 2 shows the
magnet side of the strip.

• Easy to get it out of the way when
not needed.
The hardest part of this project was
coming up with a name for the
accessory. I chose the silly name
“Sticky Stick” because it really
embraces the concept of “sticky.”
• It uses a “stick” of wood.
• It uses magnets to “stick” the
wood to the lathe.
• The adhesive backed Velcro
“stick”to the wood.
• The sandpaper “stick” to the
Velcro.
Here are a few photographs of the
setup.
So let’s make a sticky stick.

Figure 3
I typically use sheets of loop backed Abranet
(an open weave sandpaper) for hand sanding.
Figure 3 shows a strip with six pieces, from 120
to 600 grit.
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Materials & Tools

• One ¾” x ½” x 24” pine (or
whatever length works for you)
• ½” Forstner or spade bit in a drill
press or hand drill
• Three ½” x 1/8” Neodymium
rare earth magnets (N42 strength
preferred)
• Thick Cyanoacrylate (CA) glue
or pretty much any glue of your
choosing
• Roll of ¾” adhesive backed hook
and loop fastener

Glue the magnets into the holes. If using CA glue
a quick spray of activator locks the magnets
in quickly. Otherwise, wait for the glue to dry
thoroughly. If using wood glue, you might want
to drill a very small hole in the center of each
½” hole, through the wood, to allow for glue
squeeze out.

Assembly

Cut wood to length
Length should accommodate a
typical set of sanding grits, and fit
your lathe.
• Bore holes ½” wide by ⅛” deep.
• Make sure the magnets fit and are
flush with the wood.
• Spacing is not critical, three
magnets is plenty for two feet of
wood.

Keep the polarity of the magnets all in the same
direction, and make sure the magnet is flush
with the wood.

Turn safely.
Alan Zenreich, zenAAW@zenreich.com
Oradell, New Jersey

Peel the release paper from the back of the
hook fastener and affix to the front of the stick.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lsK63tSbkfg
Video: Making a “Sticky Stick” - Lathe Sanding Accessory

Place the sandpaper, in order, onto the Velcro
and snap the stick onto your lathe.

This video clip features Alan Zenreich as he demonstrates how to make a sticky stick. (TRT
4:27) Video link: http://vimeo.com/woodturner/review/65065573/32de8b38ea
Tip: If you have trouble accessing the video from this document, you may copy the video link
and paste it directly into your browser.

Making Sticky Sticks is a simple and useful
project. Make a few for your own shop, and
perhaps some to give to fellow woodturners or
as door prizes for club events.
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A Note About Safety
An accident at the lathe can happen with blinding suddenness. Respiratory and other problems
can build over years. Take the appropriate precautions when you turn. Among the most
important of these is the use of face shields, safety glasses, and dust masks. It is important to
observe all manufacturers’ safety guidelines. Following manufacturer’s safety guidelines and
information will help you continue to enjoy woodturning years into the future.
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Safety Tip

Breathing is Good
Happily, we usually do it
automatically and mostly don’t have
to think about it. This article begins
a discussion of issues woodturners
should consider if they like not
thinking about breathing.
The tiniest particles of wood dust
cause the biggest problems. They get
into the tiniest places in your body
(like your mucous membranes and
sinuses and the little folds on the
inside surface of your lungs), and
they may stay there a long time,
maybe for as long as you live.
And sometimes those tiniest dust
particles really annoy the cells in
those tiniest places, and when those
cells get annoyed, they may take it
out on bigger parts of your body. If
that happens, it may become very
difficult for you to breathe. Some
kinds of wood dust can even cause
cancer.
Now here’s the hard part. If a
woodturner started sneezing,
hacking, coughing, and sputtering
for breath every time the turner got
tiny particles of wood dust where
they don’t belong,
I wouldn’t
have to
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write this article. I wouldn’t have
to, because we would all know
immediately whenever we screwed
up and got tiny bits of dust in the
wrong places, and we wouldn’t need
some dumb safety officer to write us
an article about it.

If that happens to you, you will
start having to think about your
breathing, and that won’t be fun.
And that can happen to you, even
though you have never had a
problem with wood dust before.
Repeated exposure can sensitize you.

But we don’t start sneezing, hacking,
coughing, and sputtering for breath
every time we get tiny particles of
dust in the wrong places, so we don’t
always know when it happens. In
fact, we can get a lot of dust in the
wrong places and never notice… at
first.

Bear this one thing in mind: The
dust from that local walnut we all
love to turn is particularly toxic.
Harvey Rogers Portland, Oregon
Safety Officer, Cascade Woodturners
Association

The dust that gets in those places can
be just like the neighbor’s dog poop
on your lawn. The first few times
you may not even notice. Then you
notice, and say to yourself, “Dogs
will be dogs.” But about the tenth
time you step in it, walk into the
house, and track it on the carpet, you
get hopping mad. You have become
“sensitized” to the dog poop.
Wood dust can sensitize cells, too.
Repeated exposure to bits of dust
that didn’t formerly cause a problem
all of a sudden can make your
cells hopping mad. And those
cells can’t just go outside,
scoop up the poop, and
strangle the
dog (or his
owner). They
just have to
sit inside your
body, unable to
get rid of the dust
that has already
come in, unable to
stop more from
coming in, and
getting angrier
and angrier.
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Safety Tip

Breathing is good - Part 2
To prepare for this article I borrowed
a medical text. It had way too many
Latin medicalisms, but it began with
a pretty readable history of medical
research on lungs and breathing.
Long ago, before fancy, modern
testing equipment, researchers
noticed a really interesting thing:
That means, of course, that a lot of
the dust and junk stays inside you.
Our lungs work by taking oxygen
out of the air we breathe and putting
it into our blood. This happens in
tiny sacks at the end of a collection of
tubes that get smaller and smaller as
they get closer to the place where our
lungs do their work.
The tubes are lined with sticky fluid.
As the dusty, junky air flows down
the tubes, the dust and junk tends
to stick to the fluid. Bigger particles
get caught in the bigger tubes, but
smaller particles often pass through
the bigger tubes and get into the
smaller tubes.

When you suck in a deep
breath of air that is full of
dust and junk and then
blow that air back out, the
air you blow out is pretty
clear and clean.
Our bodies have a system for
cleaning these tubes. It works by
washing the inside of the tubes
with fresh, sticky fluid. The fluid is
pushed along through the tubes by
tiny hairs, called “cilia,” that act like
little paddles.
The bigger the tube, the faster your
body is able to wash it clean with
fresh, sticky fluid.
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A lot of the larger particles of junk
and dust that we breathe in get
caught in the sticky fluid lining the
bigger tubes leading to our lungs,
and our bodies pretty quickly wash
that dusty, junky, sticky fluid to the
backs of our throats, where we hack
it up and swallow it or spit it out, or
out to our noses, where we try not to
get caught picking it in public.
The little sacks where our lungs do
their work and the tubes that lead
into them are incredibly tiny. If you
get a very tiny bit of wood dust into
them, there won’t be as much room
for air to get in, and those tubes and
sacks won’t work like they should.
And since those tubes and sacks are
incredibly tiny, they don’t clean out
very quickly.
In last month’s safety article I said
I would say something this month
about walnut. We are very fortunate
to have access to lots of excellent
walnut in the Pacific Northwest.
Unfortunately, walnut has a
chemical (called “juglone”) that
not only helps give the wood its
lovely color, but also protects the
tree. Juglone is so toxic that many
plants will not grow under walnut
trees, and horses bedded in walnut
shavings can absorb juglone through
their hooves and die.
Juglone is why woodturners
who bear more than a passing
resemblance to the backside of a
horse should wear shoes when they
turn walnut. Juglone is also why all
woodturners should be particularly
careful about walnut dust, because
juglone can paralyze the little hairs
(the cilia) in your tubes and keep
them from pushing the sticky
fluid out. That means little walnut
particles can stay in your body and

interfere with your breathing longer
than little particles of some other
kinds of wood.
I’m not trying to scare you away
from turning walnut; there are other
woods that are much worse. I’m
mentioning walnut in this article
only because we have so much good
walnut here, and because, before
I started working on this article, I
never realized that walnut was a
troublesome wood.
If I’m not trying to scare you away
from turning walnut, you might be
wondering what the point of this
article is.
The point of this article is to
emphasize that really small dust
particles can be really bad for you.
That’s important, because not all the
equipment that is designed to help
us deal with dust is good at dealing
with really small particles. Next
month I’ll write a bit about that.
Special thanks to Skip Burke for his
medical text, and to Mike Meredith
at Northwest Woodturners for
information about juglone.
Harvey Rogers Portland, Oregon
Safety Officer, Cascade Woodturners
Association
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Breathing is good - Part 3:
Sucking and blowing
Before I give you thoughts on sucking
and blowing, I have two safety bits
for you from the AAW Symposium in
Pittsburgh.
First: the AAW has a safety committee,
and it is working on significant
upgrades to the safety information
that AAW provides on its website.
I’m excited about this because I have
found it hard to find reliable, quality
information about complex safety
issues. I hope the AAW’s efforts will
provide that kind of information.
Second: the symposium manual had an
image of a wonderful sign that pretty
much sums up most of the important
safety issues related to using a lathe.
The bright yellow sign says:
Now for the sucking and blowing. Last
issue’s safety article (Breathing is Good:
Part 2*) talked about how dust gets into
our tubes, and noted that the worst
dust to have deep in your tubes is the
really small stuff. There are two basic
ways to keep the really small stuff out
of your tubes: sucking and blowing.
A dust collector for your lathe sucks
air away from the lathe, runs the
air through a filter, and then blows
it back out. If your dust collector is
located inside your shop, the quality
of the filter is very important, because
anything the filter doesn’t trap gets
blown back out into the shop where
you can breathe it. A dust collector
located outside your shop blows the
particles outside your shop and makes
the filter less important.
Different filters filter differently, and,
sadly, you will probably have to pay
more for a filter that captures really
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fine particles, like a HEPA (highefficiency particle arrestance) filter.
Because the worst dust is the really
small dust, I think it makes sense to
pay up for filters that trap the really
small particles.
The location of the dust collection tube
or hood and the volume of air the dust
collector sucks are also important.
If the dust collection tube or hood is
close to the spinning wood on the
lathe, it has the best chance of sucking
the fine dust into the collector before
it escapes into the rest of the shop.
And the more air the dust collector
sucks, the more dust will be drawn
away from the lathe and into the dust
collector.
You can purchase dust filters that hang
on the ceiling of your shop. But those
ceiling filters only remove the dust
particles after they have floated by
your mouth and nose up to the ceiling.
That means the ceiling collectors are
less effective in keeping you from
breathing fine particles of dust in your
shop, even if the ceiling filter traps
really small particles of dust.

Most dust masks have you suck air
through the mask. If your face is soft
and smooth like a baby’s bottom, and
the curve of the dust mask closely
matches the curves of your cheeks
and chin, very little air might get
sucked in along the edges of the
mask. That’s what you want, because
the air sucked along the edge of the
mask carries dust particles. And that
is why better dust masks have flexible
rubber edges that cover a lot of your
face and conform to its curves.

If you are going to invest in dust
filtering and collection equipment,
I think it makes sense to invest in
equipment that sits close to the
spinning wood and sucks lots of air
away from the lathe into filters that
trap really small particles of dust. If
getting good filters isn’t feasible, see
if you can locate the dust collector
outside.

Paper dust masks, and lots of others,
really don’t conform to the curves of
your cheeks and chin, and don’t do
a good job of keeping the dust out of
your tubes – too much dust-laden air
slips by the edge of the mask and into
your lungs. Beards are also a problem
for dust masks, because the hair
keeps the mask from sealing against
your face.

You might be wondering whether it
is reasonable to just use a dust mask.
Simple dust masks are better than
nothing.

Harvey Rogers Portland, Oregon
Safety Officer, Cascade Woodturners
Association
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Shop Tip

Why should I use
sanding sealer?
1.
2.
3.

As the name implies it is a sealer
that is formulated to ﬁll micro
pores and to be sanded.
The best advantage is it will show
up defects like the ﬁnish will, but
gives you a second chance.
Sanded wood has micro ﬁbers
that are so thin and ﬂexible they
don’t sand oﬀ until you harden
them with the sealer.

DO NOT use steel wool or Scotch
Bright on the sanding sealer! These
will instantly dull everything. Tt will
look good and feel good until you
spray another coat and the ripples are
back!
DO USE sandpaper and hand sand!
When sanding, the high spots will
dull ﬁrst so you keep sanding until all
the shine is gone.
I like to take a ¼ sheet, fold in thirds
and use a slow circular motion with
400-800 grit paper.

I am seldom spraying sanding sealer
to cut down on waste and fumes in
the air. I was using Deft Sanding
sealer which is hard to get now.
I use Sherwin Williams Hi--Build
Lacquer Sealer B44 FT4 clear, cut 50%
with lacquer thinner and put it in a
clear bottle I purchased from Family
Dollar for $1 and apply with a 2”
square of paper towel.
Notice the separation in the bottle at
right so be sure to shake it up each
time. Using the towel, I can spread
extra where it is soaking in and wipe
down the excess and toss the towel
in the trash.
Jack Morse, Lawrenceville, Georgia
Growing up in my father’s wood shop
nurtured a love of wood my entire life, and
a background in residential construction,
antique furniture repair, and refinishing
helped me develop many valuable skills.

Preparing Sandpaper Packets
If you turn a lot of small items
like pens, ornaments, small boxes,
or jewelry pieces, and the item is
really too small to power sand, yet
fumbling through stacks of little
pieces of sandpaper is driving you
crazy, then try this. Select the sheets
of grits that you would normally
use—120, 180, 220, 320, 400, 600—
and cut the sheets in half lengthwise. Then divide those halves
into 1 1/2”-wide sections. (The last
section will be a bit wider.) Now set
up an assembly line with the 600
grit paper laid out face up on a table.
Then add the 400 grit paper and so
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on until the 120 grit paper is on top.
Finally, staple each packet together.
You now have about twelve
sandpaper packets ready to use.
The task of sanding is so much
easier when all you have to do is
flip through each grit. No more
fumbling for individual sheets,
no more confusing one grit with
another. Do remember to use
a paper towel to wipe away the
sanding dust before going on to the
next grit.
Janice Levi, Groesbeck, TX
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Static Sanding Pad
All too often we hear of or see photos of fingers and knuckles injured
while sanding bowls, particularly natural-edge bowls. This handy little
aid, a static sanding pad, moves the turner’s fingers a little farther away
from the hazard of a spinning sharp or natural edge.
No additional expense, just some turning practice and a small bit of
stock required, as most turners already use the sanding mandrels in
power or inertia sanders.
Simply spindle-turn a typical file or mini woodturning tool-handle
profile, then drill a hole slightly undersized to accommodate the
sanding pad mandrel shaft. I find the hex shaft of the Tim Skilton
premium sanding-pad mandrel (or similar) works best for me. The hex
(or round) shaft should be a mild interference fit in the hole to prevent
it coming adrift when not in use or spinning while in use.
One-to-3-inch (25-75 mm) mandrels and pads can be used to suit bowl
size with suitably scaled tool handles. They are great for fine control
when finishing off bowl rims where power or inertial sanders may be
too aggressive or not suitable.
Geoff Whaling, Townsville, Queensland, Australia

Sandpaper Holder
Clothespins epoxied to a board work great
for holding strips of sandpaper. Write the
grit number on each clothespin to keep the
different grits separated and within easy
reach.
Pierre Delétraz, France

To expand on the tip for holding sandpaper
(above), one could cut the base board to fit
the space between the body of the lathe. That
holds the holder in place and keeps it where
you want it. It would also free up both hands
so one hand could open the clothespin and
the other could retrieve the sandpaper.
Dustin Davis, Cumberland, Maryland
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Shop Tip

Sanding Drum
In making some kitchenware for the holidays, I needed a
drum sander for sanding part of my stirring sticks. I had
first turned and sanded the handles and then bandsawed
the curve from the remaining rectangular stock. Rather
than hand sand the cut marks, I grabbed a 4” (10cm)
cardboard tube and outfitted it with a length of doublesided tape and a piece of 150-grit abrasive. Luckily, the
tube had plastic ends, which my chuck could clamp and
my tailstock neatly fit into. Mailing tubes could probably
be outfitted with wood pieces glued into the ends.
Make sure the abrasive is oriented so the extra flap from
the length of the paper trails away from the piece. For ease
of control and to see what is happening, hold the curve
under the drum with gentle pressure and use a pulling
motion.
Robert Bernardi, New York

Safe Sanding Aid
I have seen many woodturners use their fingers to hold sandpaper
when sanding the interior of small bowls at the lathe. I used this
method for a while, each time thinking of the potential consequences.
I have seen too many industrial accidents involving rotating
equipment and a worker’s hands.
I tried using sandpaper wrapped around the end of a belt sander
cleaner (giant gum eraser). It worked perfectly: the gum rubber keeps
the sandpaper in place without slipping off; the sponginess of the
rubber allows uniform sanding of interior curves; and it keeps my
hand and fingers out of harm’s way.
Bill Wells, Washington

Sand Horizontally
To make sanding the interior of large bowls more ergonomically acceptable to me, I took a chuck from my small lathe that
has a 1” (25 mm) 8 tpi-adapter and used it as a horizontal clamp by purchasing a common 1” 8-tpi bolt with washers. For
just a few bucks I have a clamp that I can quickly attach and remove from the ways of my lathe.
Lanny Dean, Maine
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Cabinet For
Sanding
Accessories
My sanding cabinet is the handiest thing I have ever
made for my shop. I use it to keep all of my abrasives
organized by grit, with coarsest on the left and finest
on the right. As I am sanding my bowls, I don’t need to
look at the back of the abrasive to see what grit it is—I
can just reach for the next one in line. I keep various
sanding attachments and other useful accessories in
the drawers. Keeping these items organized has been a
big timesaver for me.
Two important points if you decide to make one: my
cabinet is on wheels, so I can move it to whichever
lathe I am using; and a lid is essential for keeping most
of the chips out prior to sanding.
Dale Larson, Oregon
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Member Gallery
Richard Overby
La Center, Kentucky
This piece was inspired by Malcolm Tibbetts—a professional
turner from out west. This piece is made up of 50 layers of
segments and uses 10 different species of woods—the main
portion being butternut. It has 2,153 pieces making it up.
This is my first attempt at turning segmented bowls.

Submissions
Want to share your work in Woodturning FUNdamentals?
Please send your high-resolution images along with title,
size, and materials used to linda@woodturner.org.
Want to “pay it forward”? Woodturning FUNdamentals
welcomes other content including tips, projects, and
informational articles. Please send your content ideas to
linda@woodturner.org.
Please note: All content submitted may be subject to edit.

Janice Levi
Groesbeck, Texas
I began turning wood about 14 years ago and like most new turners, I turned every type of wood and every
type of shape that I could imagine. I then began to decorate those turnings. During the past three years, I have
concentrated on turning wearable art—jewelry and purses. These tiny bits of wood provide endless opportunities
for shape and style and enhancement. And the best part is, I can wear them!
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Janice Levi, continued,
Jungle Barrel Style Purse: Mimosa is
the unlikely wood used to create this
purse. The natural grain is enhanced
with pyrography. I began making this
style of purse about three years ago in
an attempt to create art objects from
wood that could be worn, or in the case
of purses, carried.

Navajo Medicine Bag Necklace: When I
was invited to show some of my jewelry
pieces in AAW’s 2014 symposium in
Phoenix in the Thomas Riley Gallery
exhibit, I wanted to create something
Native American-inspired. Leather
Navajo medicine bags are common, and
this is my version but in wood.

Merging: The holly and ebony wood
droplets cascade downward until
they merge into the zebra wood
droplets. This 72-bead necklace will
be on display in AAW’s 2015 exhibit,
Merging.

Sandy Huse
Los Angeles, California
I work primarily as a sculptor & mixed-media artist
with wood being my most important material of
choice in order to make pieces that have a personal
narration for me. Often, I begin with a word or phrase
that appears in my head & go forward with that in
mind to illustrate, entertain or amuse.
Discussions often happen when people view my art.
While my pieces are almost representational, there is
a lot of wiggle-room about what they are or what they
depict & I relish hearing what others see in what I have
created. Even such simple items as bowls are planned
& executed in order to have the viewer see “bowl”
in a different light; not simply a container for fruit or
cereal, but as an extension of the spirit of the tree.
I have also discovered wood’s organic nature can
add an element of surprise & opportunity. Despite
all planning, cracks may open up unexpectedly, bark
may chip off, an inclusion appears when the wood is
carved. All of these force me to adapt continually & to
see possibilities in potential disaster.
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Everyone loves a beautiful turned object.
To make a pleasing item, both tool skill and
knowledge of shape and function are critical. And,
what happens next can make the object either
spectacular or a disappointment: Sanding. Yes, we are
talking about sanding, which is almost as exciting as
watching paint dry.
To help you have a more successful turning and
sanding experience, we have complied expert,
shop-tested insight, and advice on this often less
than riveting topic from the pages of Woodturning
FUNdamentals and American Woodturner. The awardwinning American Woodturner journal has been the
leading source for practical and reliable information
written by woodturners for woodturners since 1986.

222 Landmark Center | 75 5th St W | St Paul, MN 55102
877-595-9094 (toll free) | woodturner.org

Launched in 2012, Woodturning FUNdamentals is a
digital publication that offers projects, techniques,
tips, videos, and information to build essential
woodturning skills.
What you can learn from this book:
• The basics about grits
• Sanding and scraping, and when to apply these techniques
• The art of sanding, different applications for each project
• Sanding short cuts
• Safety tips about dust collection and protecting your lungs
• How to prepare sanding packets
• Static sanding

